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What Works in Honors:  
Discovering “London as a Detective Story”
Kelsey L . Bennett and Nicole Becwar
Western Colorado University
Abstract: An honors program director and university archivist/librarian team up to 
offer a two-week study abroad course that blends itinerant offerings of City as Text™ 
with fixed support for first-time student encounters with archival collections at the 
British Library and the National Archives .
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The idea for a course called “London as a Detective Story” originated as the honors director and a university librarian sought ways to collaborate 
in combining critical research skills with the honors program’s values of risk 
taking, autonomy, interdisciplinarity, and experiential learning, all within a 
study abroad setting .
In order to prepare for the task of original research, students enrolled in 
a one-credit course the semester prior to the “Maymester” London-based 
course . During this prep course, the librarian introduced students to vari-
ous kinds of archives, archival principles, practices, and materials . Readings 
focused on primary source literacy and on helping students to understand 
that archival records are not neutral, objective, or impartial and to learn how 
to think critically about the materials they found .
Students next selected a primary and a backup research topic . Top-
ics ranged from Mary Shelley’s relationship with her publishers to Winston 
Churchill’s dealings with the British War Council during Operation Dynamo . 
Students researched collections at the British Library and the National 
Archives online to determine which location best suited their topic . From 
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there, they chose which collections they wanted to study, created an account, 
and preordered materials . This arrangement provided students the unique 
opportunity to set up an autonomous research agenda and guided logistical 
support along the way . The advance work also saved time while the students 
were in London; they could easily obtain reader passes once there, and their 
reserved materials were ready when they arrived .
Once in London, we provided the class with essays by Iain Sinclair to 
accompany the City as TextTM (CAT) dimensions of the course . In The Last 
London (One World Publications, 2018), Sinclair observes:
Unravelling riddles, treating street names and street furniture, marks 
on walls, aerosol revisions to hoardings, found fragments, objects or 
lists or letters, sodden playing cards, as pages torn from a lost book, 
identifies London as a detective story . A story with unlimited chap-
ters and no resolution . The point being to find the inspiration for the 
next journey, a new beginning . Another shot at redemption . (18)
Sinclair, whose essays themselves create a series of highly idiosyncratic maps, 
or chapters, of the city, was a conversation-inspiring companion to our excur-
sions throughout our time in London .
The itinerary devoted morning sessions to explorations organized by city 
neighborhood/district . We started with a short walking excursion in Blooms-
bury, where we were staying throughout the course . We found it beneficial to 
begin within a narrow range as many of our students came from rural back-
grounds and some of them had never before traveled abroad . From there, we 
broadened our explorations to other areas, challenging groups to find their 
way both by walking and using public transportation . For each excursion, we 
changed the composition of the groups to ensure that a fresh combination 
of perspectives engaged a given space . Students noted their impressions and 
gathered information by observation and by talking to people, paying atten-
tion to sensory detail and reflecting on their findings in daily journal entries . 
Some days, students channeled these general CAT methods into specific 
themes, such as culture, class, and identity; the use of “green spaces” within 
the city; and the way the past and present manifest themselves in public 
spaces . Throughout, students were invited to make connections between the 
places they were experiencing and their research in the archives .
Three challenges we noticed included how to minimize student phone 
use; relatedly, how to get students to talk to people; and how to get students 
to use (and not use) their guidebooks during excursions . We figured out 
how to meet some of these challenges in part by pocketing our own phones, 
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risking conversations with passersby, and stepping aside as students chose the 
next turn to take, thus providing a model without being prescriptive .
Upon return, students submitted multidisciplinary projects synthesizing 
CAT observations with archives research activities and presented their find-
ings during the university’s Celebration of Scholarship event . One student 
connected proposals for rebuilding after the Great Fire of 1666 with Wren’s 
commemorative monument that he encountered during a CAT excursion . 
Another student, researching WWII and mental health, examined cases in 
the recently released Nazi persecution claims from the 1964 Anglo-German 
Agreement; she created a visual timeline blending significant events and indi-
viduals from her research with places associated with CAT explorations .
Altogether, students learned to see for themselves through a process of 
discovery in the archives and through mapping the city . At the same time, 
they contributed their own chapters delineating temporary moments as their 
lives intersected with the great unfolding story of London .
__________________________________________________________
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